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THREE
The Building Blocks –
Policies and Supportive Strategies
The policy element of the Plan addresses the transportation issues of
the San Joaquin region and quantifies regional needs through a
horizon year of 2042. These policies serve as “the building blocks” in the
Plan development and help maintain internal consistency with other
Plan elements.
The Plan policy element carries forward core policies from 2014, but
with a purposeful focus on updates to support implementation and
identification of innovative programs to accelerate implementation,
including a “complete streets” policy.
Overall, the Plan utilizes the policy element to build a financiallyconstrained action plan. As a result, the policies help balance
investments that maintain the roadway system, enhance safety and
provide congestion relief, and integrate technological advances as
part of the transportation solution.
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The policy element advances the requirements of
what the Plan must include under Senate Bill (SB)
375. In detail, it must:
•

Identify existing and future land use patterns.

•

Consider statutory housing goals and objectives.

•

Identify areas to accommodate long-term
housing needs.

•

Identify areas to accommodate eight-year
housing needs.

•

Consider resource areas and farmland.

•

Identify transportation needs and the planned
transportation network.

•

Set forth a future land use pattern to meet
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets.

•

Comply with federal law for developing the
Regional Transportation Plan.

However, with all that it is required to do, the Plan
cannot dictate local General Plans. Instead, the
Sustainable Communities Strategy component of the
Plan provides a regional policy foundation for local
governments to build upon. To further sustainability
goals across the region, local jurisdictions are
expected to advance new development that is
consistent or exceeds the goals outlined in the Plan.
To encourage sustainable development, SJCOG
continues to support compatible land-use projects
by assisting public and private developers with
seeking grants and taking advantage of streamlining
benefits for the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA). While carrying out the construction of
billions of dollars in transportation improvements is
a clear measure of progress, SJCOG plays many roles
to further the ambitious goals of the Plan. Some of
these are on-going programs for SJCOG, while others
represent new areas of work.
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The Plan in Action – Affordable Housing and Infill

While SJCOG provides on-going technical assistance to member agencies for
grant applications and other endeavors, recent efforts related to infill and
affordable housing are particularly notable:
•

In 2016, SJCOG led a technical assistance team funded by the Strategic
Growth Council to provide support to San Joaquin Valley applicants vying
for grant funding for the Affordable Housing Sustainable Communities
(AHSC) state program. The assistance was instrumental in the Central Valley
securing funding for seven of 25 projects for the second round of the
program, including $8.9 million for the Hunter Street Housing Project in
Stockton.
For the third round of funding through the AHSC program, SJCOG continues
as a member of the technical assistance team led by Enterprise Community
Partners to make the Central Valley and San Joaquin County even more
competitive in securing funding that will support development projects that
provide affordable housing and reduce greenhouse gases.

•

Centered in the region’s most disadvantaged communities, the South
Stockton Promise Zone (SSPZ) is a public-private-non-profit initiative that aims
to create a community that residents in South Stockton deserve. The Promise
Zone initiative aligns the work of partners and residents at the
neighborhood, city, and regional levels to create a “cradle to career
pipeline” of services and infrastructure to improve the well-being of the
community and to empower South Stockton residents to thrive. As a partner
with the SSPZ, SJCOG serves as a facilitator for advancing collaboration on
Neighborhood Transformation. In 2017, major milestones included initiating
dialogue on current public and private investment levels in South Stockton,
as well as the exploration of strategies to articulate a community-driven
vision that can guide future investment. To help lay the foundation for this
work, SJCOG proposed SB1 funds to conduct a mobility needs assessment in
the region’s most disadvantaged communities.
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The Blueprint established a coordinated, long-range
regional vision between transportation, land use,
and the environment from an overall quality of life
perspective.
In 2006, the eight counties which comprise the San
Joaquin Valley secured funding from the California
Department of Transportation to develop a valleywide transportation, land use, and environmental
Blueprint Vision to the year 2050. As a vision, the
Blueprint recognized that economic, environmental,
and social issues are interdependent and only
integrated approaches would affect needed changes.
The Blueprint effort recognized that addressing one
topic without recognizing potential impacts in other
areas would not be enough. As an example, the
location of jobs, housing, and commerce affects the
transportation system…the nature of the
transportation system affects air quality...and
likewise, air quality affects health outcomes.
After a series of community-based workshops
conducted throughout the region in January 2010,
the SJCOG board of directors adopted the San
Joaquin County Regional Blueprint Vision to the Year
2050.

Building the Blueprint involved a bottom-up
approach beginning with input at the community
level. The related technical analyses and public
outreach efforts laid the groundwork for the
planning framework for the 2014 Plan, and,
ultimately, the 2018 Plan.
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The Regional Congestion Management Program
(RCMP) is an essential component of the Plan
process because it:
•

Provides for safe and effective integrated
management and operation of the entire
multimodal transportation system.

•

Assesses the level of congestion on the regional
transportation network.

•

Organizes and integrates strategies into the RTP.

•

Uses performance measures to assess the
benefits RTP strategies provide the region.

•

Generates and collects data to apply the
performance measures for system monitoring.

•

Implements a process that minimizes, to the
extent possible, single-occupancy vehicle trips
from new development.

The RCMP roadway network includes all highways
and regionally significant arterials adopted by the
SJCOG Board of Directors. Its assessment and
monitoring help determine near-term, mid-term,
and long-term projects, making it an important tool
for project funding prioritization. This is significant
due to the addition of performance-based planning
requirements in the 2018 Plan.
SJCOG’s RCMP has been recognized as a “best
practice” model at both the State and Federal level.
SJCOG staff are actively monitoring new
requirements for both regional and local agencies
and disseminating information to its local agency
partners. SJCOG staff was instrumental in
producing Incorporating Travel Time Reliability into
the Congestion Management Process: A Primer
(February 2015) and hosted a workshop for local
agency staff. Appendix O contains a technical report
that details how travel time reliability metrics will be
incorporated in the emerging performance-based
planning requirements.
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In November 2006, the voters of San Joaquin County
approved the renewal of Measure K for an additional
30 years beyond the original 2011 expiration date.
The Measure K Expenditure Plan identifies the
countywide transportation facility and service
improvements, including highway, public transit,
railroad grade crossing, passenger rail, and bicycle
projects, to be delivered by a half-cent sales tax in
San Joaquin County dedicated for transportation

purposes. Additionally, the Expenditure Plan outlines
the distribution of all categorical allocations between
the local jurisdictions within the county. The sales
tax revenues generated by the Measure K (Renewal)
program along with the policies, projects, and
programs identified in the Measure K (Renewal)
Expenditure Plan have been incorporated into the
Plan as appropriate.
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In 2016, the SJCOG completed the comprehensive
update to the San Joaquin County Regional Transit
Systems Plan (RTSP). The RTSP is a long-range transit
Plan that looks at bus and rail transit needs, their
related costs, and details a financial forecast of
anticipated funding through year 2024.
The RTSP showed that many transit operators were
unable to identify all revenue sources to finance
their proposed systems, resulting in funding
shortfalls. Overall, the RTSP forecasted $1.02 billion
in project revenue, which fell short against the $1.23
billion in anticipated transit costs. This required
transit operators to re-examine their system
expansion plans and reduce operating costs, identify
strategies to bring in discretionary funding, and find
other innovations to deliver public transit services.

The RTSP delved further than simply outlining
funding shortfalls. It included a discussion of
strategic transit investments, as well as identified
policies and practices for further development. Six
“action areas” have been initiated for guiding
decision-making in the years to come:
•

Collaborative forums and coalition building;

•

Find cost and investment efficiencies;

•

Improve the fiscal health of transit;

•

Modernize the transit system;

•

Enhance supportive land use policies and
practices; and

•

Change funding policy.
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As of 2017, the SJMSCP has
preserved 14,991 acres; this includes
approximately 7,828 acres of
agricultural habitat, 7,088 acres of
grasslands, and 75 acres of other
habitat types.
Credit: SJCOG, Inc. Archives
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SJCOG, Inc., a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization made
of the SJCOG board members, administers the San
Joaquin County Multi-Species Habitat Conservation
and Open Space Plan (SJMSCP). The key purpose of
the SJMSCP is to:
•

Provide a strategy for balancing the need to
conserve open space and the need to
convert open space to non-open space uses
while protecting the region's agricultural
economy;

•

Preserve landowner property rights;

•

Provide for the long-term management of
plant, fish and wildlife species, especially
those that are currently listed, or may be
listed in the future, under the federal
Endangered Species Act (ESA) or the
California Endangered Species Act (CESA);

•

Provide and maintain multiple-use open
spaces which contribute to the quality of life
of the residents of San Joaquin County; and

•

Accommodate a growing population while
minimizing costs to project proponents and
society at large.

The SJMSCP helps to reduce the loss of wildlife and
property by lessening the impact of development on
open space in San Joaquin County. Through the
SJMSCP, SJCOG looks at potential impacts to
agricultural and resource lands and tracks actual
development activities, as compared to the
projected development footprint for the Plan.

This document was instrumental in developing the
future bicycle infrastructure network and informed
potential need for the allocation of Plan revenues to
the Active Transportation Element of
the Plan investments. As local agencies are currently
developing updates to their own bicycle master
plans, SJCOG will monitor the need and feasibility of
updating the Regional Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Safe
Routes to School Master Plan.

A product of the Valleywide Blueprint effort, the
2012 study, completed by The Concord Group,
looked at a variety of current economic and
demographic data to produce a snapshot of both
consumer-driven and viability-driven estimates of
demand for various housing product types. The
conclusions and results of this study were directly
incorporated into the scenario planning exercises.
The housing split goals of the Plan were directly
informed by this study.

Several local agency climate action plans were in
progress during the 2014 Plan development. Tracy
had already adopted its Sustainability Action Plan
and a draft of Stockton’s Climate Action Plan was
available for review. Late in the 2014 planning
process, both the cities of Lodi and Manteca released
drafts of their Climate Action Plans as well. These
plans were taken into account with respect to any
land use or transportation initiatives. This was
particularly true of the Stockton plan, which had a
direct influence on growth location in the final Plan
scenario. Going into the 2018 Plan development,
these climate initiatives are well into their
implementation phases and continue to inform the
planning process.
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“Resiliency” is a term commonly used in disaster risk
management to describe how durable something is
in emergency conditions and its ability to return to
normal capacity if impacted. For example, resiliency
may refer to the ability of a bridge to withstand
earthquake tremors. In the context of transportation
infrastructure, projects are usually planned for
everyday use but not for disruptive events like
extreme weather or terrorist attacks. A new Federal
planning requirement asks MPOs like SJCOG to
ensure future transportation planning efforts focus
not only on daily travel but also on enhancing the
resiliency and reliability of the entire system.
In the context of climate change, “adaptation” is a
term used to refer to the built environment reacting
to changing conditions brought about by climate
change impacts, such as rising sea levels or
temperature fluctuations. State guidance encourages
regional agencies to incorporate actions that will
assist in meeting State goals for adaptation
preparedness in responding to climate change.
Considerations will differ regionally and may include
preparing for impacts associated with flooding of
airports or roadways, landslides that may interrupt
traffic flow or rail lines, heat waves or subsidence
causing roadway buckling, or increased maintenance
attributable to fire damage or erosion.

SJCOG identifies transportation infrastructure
durability and resilience as a priority area and will
partner with local jurisdictions to ensure the region
can withstand changes to climate conditions or other
disrupting events. Existing regional initiatives in
climate adaptation include increasing affordable
housing availability, encouraging sustainable land
use planning such that reduces farmland loss, and
investing in sustainable transportation modes. Local
agency climate action plans are instrumental in these
activities.
Plan strategies and policies regarding climate change
will build upon existing local, state, and federal
regulations supporting resiliency planning and
adaptation measures. In addition to local efforts,
SJCOG supports state implementation of AB 1482
(Climate Adaptation), SB 246 (Climate Change
Adaptation), SB 350 (Clean Energy and Pollution
Reduction Act of 2015), and associated executive
orders and looks forward to collaborating with
various state agencies to achieve targets and goals.

Adopted in 2012, this thoroughly vetted plan
produced a variety of outcomes instrumental in the
development of the SCS. The most important among
them was the infill sites inventory that was used to
direct infill and refill growth as part of the alternative
scenario development process.
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The Plan in Action –
Future Studies for Implementation
Senate Bill 1 (SB1), The Road Repair and
Accountability Act of 2017, provides planning
funds directly to Metropolitan Planning
Organizations to support and implement RTPs
and their SCS element. SJCOG in 2018 will
begin studies to further on-going efforts - all
support Plan Policies & Supportive Strategies.
Three of them are outlined below:
•

SCS Implementation Study: a regional
needs assessment to understand barriers
to successful SCS implementation,
especially in communities of concern.
The focus will be on first mile/last mile
planning, impediments to transit use to
job centers, and recommendations on
shared mobility initiatives and emerging
technologies.

•

Climate Adaptation and Resiliency
Planning Study: Addresses resiliency and
climate adaptation by identifying current
risks and vulnerabilities through
coordination with current local agency
efforts, identifying gaps, and developing
regional level strategies to assist in
meeting State goals and Federal
planning requirements.

•

Public Health Impact Analysis: SJCOG will
continue its successful relationship with
local public health partners through a
review and update of the public health
model and metrics introduced for the first
time with the 2018 Plan.
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The policies and supportive strategies described in
this section reflect an expression of the current
consensus of transportation needs and desires as
expressed by the public, stakeholders, and planning

professionals in San Joaquin County. They are
designed around critical issue areas facing the
regional transportation system. The supportive
strategies are specifically identified to tackle these
areas. The 8 policies and 27 supportive strategies for
the Plan are described in Table 3.1.
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As a result of the civic engagement process, SJCOG
was able to conclude that the goals and supportive
strategies developed in 2014 continue to resonate
with San Joaquin County residents. In addition,
continuing forward with a similar set of goals and
performance measures allows staff to focus on
implementation efforts for realizing the plan’s
ambitious sustainability focus. The resulting 2018
Plan continues to identify increased housing and
employment densities to support a multimodal
transportation system, while also promoting
transportation alternatives to the car. It encourages
active transportation such as biking and walking
which, in turn, helps achieve healthy communities. It
complies with federal Clean Air Act goals and SB 375
greenhouse gas emissions targets through a
transportation system that reduces harmful air
pollution emissions in accordance with these laws.
With its ambitious approach to achieving the aboveidentified policies, the Plan builds a transportation
system that ultimately keeps pace with projected
population, employment, and housing growth.
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